Generally, I reject the culturally accepted economic paradigm, the norm. I always think we can consider more, find a less compromising way. Humanity and
Environmental integrity are at least equal in worth to our short--term profits and our growing the industrial economy. I say yeah Bhutan and your GNP--Gross National
Happiness.
My first year in graduate school was an investigation of my consumption and This image was generated by migrating pieces and stories. Mary Laube, curator of The Times Club, Iowa City created and managed this transitive project which invited her peers to bring the minds, hearts and creations of intergenerational family members into the same space through sharing of stories and creating creating visual responses. My mom wrote a story of her life when she was my current age. When she was 38, she wrote, "it was a very good year"
recognizing Sinatra in her prose. This reference definitively marks the distance between her formative years and the world I navigate. We experienced the project like a family photo album, learning and inheriting some of a collective history through printed photos. Cast at a petroleum's distance from my family, Simone was learning her extended family through image. The task at hand it my responsibility. Keokuk & Keokuk, our home and gallery is named for its corner street local, and its subjugated Native American, not rewarded in the end for his efforts of diplomacy. In this place we have the responsibility of 32 squares of sidewalk pavement, to shovel, to re--cement, and slowly we replace the lawn with praire restoration. It has been the defining, touchstone work of my graduate school moment and it's study of space. It seems an opportunity to quantify the time period in monetary terms. We can only hope not to a negative register. But most certainly it has been a depository for salvageable goods, my found material of choice. It is also a clear physical theatre in the avant--guard invisible theatre practice, in which
The City of Iowa City acted as an adversarial proxy for the larger community audience. of Buddhist gesture and principled behavior struck me as something right, the attitude of the people seemed steadier than the first world Christian based one I knew, but I know that one intimately, and therefor for better or worse.
Upon return from Thailand I began to seek the wider road, the broader brushes, getting off my knees and laying down my broom. I found a rewarding community working with a project out of Harvard College that was building community with a global perspective, using Art as a means to achieve literacy, competence and connections. The theory I discovered led me to work on my own grants and targeting some of my own projects. I taught one session a day with my infant strapped to my body. Saving the $16,000 down payment to enter the propertied class, we soon headed to graduate school and the farm industrial space of Iowa, to grow, experiment and most importantly stay "attached." Again, things are never quite as I try to imagine they might be. It will take some reflection, some distance to summarize these past three years and the specific ways our goals were achieved. If I can sell Keokuk&Keokuk, the building, not the concept, there will be time to see from the Brown Palace.
